
Dear brothers and sisters in the Lord, 

We would like to share with you about our trip to the USA. 

We thank God for: 

1) Gionatan and family - For their welcome and care that they showed to us –  

For his dear wife Hannah and their special, lively, and dear children - 

2) For the TBM family, who welcomed and honored us by organizing a "special" meeting for Paola 

and me - 

3) For dear Ron and Wanda, who are always a great encouragement and blessing to us.     

4) For Pastor Scott and Linda and their community, for the good time spent together in brotherly 

fellowship - 

5) For the excellent time spent with the church of Bayard (Ne), for Pastor Brad and dear Dan and 

Deanna in the warm atmosphere of friendship and hospitality 

6) For Pastor Keith of Meadowbroke Church (Cheyenne) and his family, who gave us their precious 

time and showed us attention and affection. 

7) Again, for dear Larry and Joyce, true brothers and friends like Daniel and Shirley; 

and Elesa , Rene and Sandra, who made our stay in the USA pleasant and full of God's love. 

The line would go on and on, let's not forget dear Irina, Boyd and her family, Jerry and Kathi and 

their enthusiasm for evangelization. Also let's not forget some neighbors of Gionatan's family, with 

whom we shared the Word, and a Mormon lady that Paola and I have testified to- 

 

A sad note: We were ill with Covid --- very rough experience. Also, the return trip was complicated 

because the airline canceled flights. Unfortunately, the Covid events prevented us from visiting the 

dear family of friends and brothers Pastor Ken and Ruth Stearns, to whom we are also bounded by 

the many evangelizations done together with them and the Carolers they led here in Italy. 

 

At the end: We can again say: "Eben Ezer" Up to here the Eternal has helped us. 

Thanks to all of you for the love you have shown us and which we carry with gratitude in our 

hearts. Precious for us and above all for God – 

A hug in Jesus!          

Mirco and Paola Franzini 



 

 



 


